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ABSTRACT 

Pose estimation is a well-studied problem in computer vision. Many solutions 

which provide high accuracy depend on nonlinear optimization. For real-time 

applications, linear or closed-form solutions are preferred. Some relatively new 

methods also fuse inertial sensor data with that from the visual sensor to achieve 

higher accuracy. We propose a closed-form solution to estimate camera pose 

using two lines and gravity information. The system is developed so that it could 

work in unprepared environments which satisfy the Manhattan world 

assumption. We first test the proposed method on a synthetic data set and 

compare it to other state-of-the-art point and line based pose estimation 

methods, comparing their mean rotation and mean translation errors. I.M.U. 

noise effect on the overall performance of the system is also tested. We then 

proceed to test our algorithm in real world by rectifying perspective deformed 

images. The deviation of the calculated pose from the ground-truth pose is 

calculated for each image to test the real world performance of the proposed 

algorithm. Also, I.M.U. noise is calculated, which correspond to the 0.5% noise 

level expected in low cost I.M.U.’s.  

 

Keywords: inertial sensor, pose estimation, geometric computer vision 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Knowing the pose, i.e. the position and rotation of the camera and/or the object in the
scene is useful in many applications involving computer vision. Many of these appli-
cations require real-time and accurate pose estimation. Traditionally, computer vision
systems relied only on visual input. The major bottleneck using this approach is noise
in the input data. A slightly erroneous measurement could shift the output by undesired
levels. One way to obtain higher accuracy is to use machine-learning based methods to
estimate the pose, the downside being higher latencies. Although the machine-learning
based methods are not so slow as they were initially due to faster hardware availability
nowadays, they still don’t meet the real time requirements of many applications such
as augmented reality, where virtual models are combined with real world visual data.
These applications with very low latency requirements rely on geometrical approach
to pose estimation. Generally less accurate than iterative approaches, these techniques
are faster as they provide an acceptable solution in one step by exploiting the geometri-
cal relationships in the real-world scenes. Other sensor inputs such as from an Inertial
Measurement Unit (I.M.U.) can provide more improvement in latency and robustness
but the downsides of using inertial sensors is the amount of noise in the I.M.U. sensor
data and the error accumulation over time if used continuously for longer periods of
time. Driven by the lower costs of inertial and visual sensors, there has been a growing
interest in the technique of fusing inertial and visual data throughout the past decade.
Experimental results of using this techniques were documented as early as in 1993 by
Vieville et.al. [1] where the authors use inertial and visual cues for autonomous robot
navigation. As the inertial sensing technology advanced and micro-machined sensors
were developed [2, 3], it enabled several new applications in diverse areas such as med-
ical engineering [4]. In 2003, Lobo and Dias [5] proposed a framework for inertial and
visual sensor fusion using gravity as a vertical reference,and improved upon depth map
alignment and registration in their later work [6] in 2004. While using the fused data
from many sensors, the whole system has to be calibrated and relative pose between
different sensors has to be taken into account. Lobo and Dias extend their previous
work for relative pose calibration, also providing a MATLAB toolbox [7]. An example
of a low-cost system integrating these sensors is mobile phone, which has an I.M.U.
and camera built in, along with many other useful sensors such as Wi-Fi and GPS
which can provide coarse location estimates and scene segmentation [8]. Due to their
ubiquitous nature and low-cost availability, mobile devices have become the preferred
platform for augmented reality applications [9, 10]. Figure 1 (courtesy of Microsoft
Sweden [11] ) illustrates one such application. Newer methods proposed in [12] and
[13] are very fast point-based methods that utilize the vertical direction to estimate the
pose.

1.1. Problem formulation

In this thesis we exploit the geometrical constraints in the real world scenes [14] and the
nature of mobile devices to propose a novel solution for the pose estimation problem.
One set of constraints are devised based on our assumption that the object is lying on a
plane parallel to ground and it has at least two detectable lines in which are known to be
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Figure 1: Virtual screens are placed in front of a person wearing Microsoft HoloLens.

perpendicular in the real-world. We also know that the rotation matrix is orthonormal,
and also provides gravity vector’s direction. The problem of pose estimation is then
formulated as a problem which involves solving a system of polynomial equations.
Finally, we use the resultant pose to demonstrate how it could be used to rectify a
perspective deformed image. A schematic of this approach is shown in Figure 2. Our
method can be used directly to estimate pose in unknown environments too.

Figure 2: Camera pose estimation using fused sensor data from I.M.U. and Camera.

1.2. Thesis overview

A pose estimation algorithm tries to estimate the pose as accurately as possible within
the latency requirements of the application using sensory data from various sources
including visual and inertial cues. A typical procedure for geometric pose estimation
would be to calibrate the sensors, acquisition of data, feature detection in the image
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and estimating the pose based on all that. Although the initial parts are discussed, the
major contribution of this thesis is to the later part, i.e. pose estimation.

The structure of the thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the sensors in mo-
bile devices. Chapter 3 reviews the camera and I.M.U. models, which along with the
contents of Chapter 2, helps to comprehend the later parts of this thesis. In Chapter
4, pose estimation problem is reviewed and current state-of-the-art methods are dis-
cussed including the newer methods which utilize gravity vector to solve this problem.
Chapter 5 details our proposed method of solving the pose estimation problem and
using that, rectifying the perspective deformed images. In Chapter 6 we present the
implementation of our system using examples and qualitatively compare our methods
to other minimal methods for pose estimation. In Chapter 7 we discuss the results and
limitations of the proposed method. Finally, Chapter 8 provides conclusions.
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2. SENSORS IN MOBILE DEVICES

This chapter aims to provide the overview of the system utilized during this thesis
for estimating the camera pose. The first necessary step required to achieve the desired
goal of this thesis, is the acquisition of image along with gravity information. A camera
is required for imaging and an I.M.U. could be used to get the gravity direction. Due to
the availability of Accelerometer and Gyroscope in the present mobile devices, it can
be considered as an I.M.U. without any loss in generality. As we work with a phone
running on the Android operating system, we start this chapter by introducing the OS
first in Section 2.1. The latter sections then focus on different sensors required in our
implementation.

2.1. Android Ecosystem

Android is a Linux based open-source mobile operating system developed by Android
Inc., which is currently owned by Alphabet Inc. It was first unveiled in 2007 and has
been upgraded regularly since then to incorporate new software features and support
for latest hardware. The newer versions of Android don’t always support the older mo-
bile devices due to hardware restrictions and lack of support by device manufacturers.
This should be kept in mind while creating an application. The latest version gives the
developer many new features to work with, but also restricts the number of users for
the application. The preferable language to build applications in Android is JAVA, but
it also provides a wrapper option to use native-code languages such as C++ for appli-
cation development. Google provides a set of advanced tools such as Android Studio,
to make the application development process easier and more streamlined. The appli-
cation software is written to communicate with the device hardware. A mobile device
contains a large number of connected hardware which can be accessed through the
libraries provided by Android. Although many device manufacturers have their own
custom OS built on top of Android, the basic code necessary to communicate with the
hardware is the same in all the Android devices. The sensors play an important role
in making a phone smart, that is responding intelligently to the gestures given by the
user. In the next section, we discuss different kinds of sensors Android supports.

2.2. Sensors

A sensor is a device which responds to the physical environment around the device and
gives an output accordingly. The Android platform supports many physical sensors
such as Camera, Accelerometer, etc. termed as Base sensors. On top of that, it also
provides fused data from different physical sensors such as Gravity Sensor. These
sensors are termed Composite Sensors. The Sensor API in Android provides access to
the different sensors except the camera, which has a different API. The default sensor
output provided by the API is the corrected output and not the actual output of the
underlying physical sensor. Bias and Thermal compensation are applied before the
output is received to the application. The values of the sensors outputting position or
rotation, such as the Accelerometer sensor, are relative to a specific coordinate frame
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as shown in Figure 3(courtesy of Qt [15]). The output from the Sensor API could be
’Continuous’, defined by the sampling parameter, or it could be ’On Change’, i.e. a
sensor event happens only if the sensor value changes.

Figure 3: Graphically expressing translation and rotation in the device coordinate
frame.

During the implementation of proposed pose estimation algorithm, we require one
physical sensor, Camera and one Composite Sensor, Gravity, the output of which is a
combination of Accelerometer and Gyroscope sensor outputs. In the next sections, we
describe these sensors in more detail.

2.2.1. Camera

Camera is a device used to capture image and/or video of the physical environment
in its field of view. The Android platform supports multiple cameras. Almost all the
mobile devices running Android have at least two cameras, one in the back of the
device and one in the front. Figure 4(Photo provided by Lalit Khattar) shows a mobile
device with an integrated camera. Android provides the ’android.hardware.camera2’
API to access the cameras on a phone running Android 5.0 or more.

Figure 4: Camera on the back of an android mobile device.
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2.2.2. I.M.U.

An inertial measurement unit is a device that tells us the force acting on the body
to which it is attached and the angular rate at which the specified object is moving.
It contains an accelerometer and a gyroscope, occasionally a magnetometer. Most
of the Android devices available nowadays have these sensors built-in. The Android
ecosystem provides Gravity output directly, which is calculated using an accelerometer
and gyroscope. We discuss these sensors below in brief detail.

Figure 5: An IC chip showing a MEMS accelerometer and MEMS gyroscope attached
to it.

Accelerometer

This sensor outputs the acceleration values along the 3 axes shown in Figure 3. The
output values are in SI units and also include the gravity component. The readings are
calibrated automatically utilizing temperature compensation, bias calibration and scale
calibration. The Android system can also output other parameters such as the accuracy
of the readings in the accelerometer values. Figure 5(courtesy of Haraldino80 licensed
under [16]) shows an accelerometer on the motherboard of a digital device.

Gyroscope

The Gyroscope sensor outputs the rate of rotation of the device along the 3 axes.
The sign of rotation depends on if the rotation along an axes is clockwise or counter-
clockwise. The units used are radians per second (rad/s). The output values are cali-
brated using the same calibration techniques as the accelerometer sensor. The rate of
rotation can also be emulated from Accelerometer and Magnetometer values, but An-
droid does not provide a way to do this, the reason cited being the reduced consistency
and responsiveness of the output. Figure 5 shows an image of motherboard of a digital
device with attached gyroscope.
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Gravity

The Gravity sensor is a composite sensor, which fuses data from Accelerometer and
Gyroscope/Magnetometer to calculate the Gravity magnitude and direction relative to
the sensor axes. The values are reported in SI units in this case too. When there is no
gyroscope on the device, which is extremely rare nowadays, only the accelerometer
can be used to measure the gravity, but the error would be more. Now, we will discuss
the Camera and I.M.U. model in the next chapter.
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3. SENSOR MODELS

This chapter describes the sensor models used in this thesis, i.e. the camera and I.M.U.
model. Firstly, projective geometry is discussed, which establishes the mathematical
framework of the relationship between 3D points in the real world to the points on a
2D surface. Building upon that, we describe the pinhole camera model. As the ideal
conditions do not exist in cameras, we then describe the mathematical formulation of
a real camera model. After that, we define I.M.U. model in more detail.

3.1. Camera Model

The camera has to capture the 3D world around us on a 2D plane. Euclidean geom-
etry defines the 3D world very well using well known coordinate systems, the most
popular of them the Cartesian coordinate system, but falters when describing the ge-
ometry in the captured image. To solve this problem, a new kind of geometry was
proposed, called projective geometry which is a mathematical framework for describ-
ing the world as a camera sees it, not necessarily how it actually is. It deals with the
properties of geometric figures in projective space [17]. Building upon this, we intro-
duce the projective geometry framework and the pinhole camera model. After this, we
define the camera parameters and a short survey of camera calibration methods.

3.1.1. Homogeneous Coordinate System

In the words of Danith [18], ”Homogeneous coordinate system is a coordinate system
that algebraically treats all points in the projective plane (both Euclidean and ideal)
equally.” A point (x, y, z) in Cartesian coordinates (Euclidean space) is represented by
(X,Y,Z,W) in homogeneous coordinates for any non-zero real number W where X, Y
and Z are not all zero. There could be multiple homogeneous coordinates for the same
point, obtained by multiplying one homogeneous coordinate of a point (X, Y, Z, W) by
a non-zero scalar α, called the scaling factor, to give a new set of homogeneous coor-
dinates (αX, αY, αZ, αW). To transform homogeneous coordinates back to cartesian
coordinates, we can simply divide the first three coordinates by the fourth one so that

(x, y, z) = (X/W, Y/W,Z/W ) (1)

In this thesis, we use vector notation [X, Y, Z,W ]T interchangeably with the coordi-
nate notation (X, Y, Z, W). As we can see that scaling is not important, therefore,
the name homogeneous coordinates. Similarly, the homogeneous coordinates of a 2D
point (x, y) would be (X, Y, W) where x = X/W and y = Y/W. Based on what we have
discussed so far, we now introduce the pinhole camera model.

3.1.2. Projective Geometry

Projective geometry concerns itself with the geometric properties which are invariant
under stretching, translation or rotation of a plane [17].The need for projective geom-
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etry arose because Euclidean geometry is insufficient when we need to describe the
geometry in images captured by cameras, due to the following observations:

1. Lengths and Angles (Figure 6) may not be preserved in the captured image.

(a) All the windmills are of same size. (b) The faces of the buildings are rectangular,
not evident in the image.

Figure 6: Lengths and angles are not preserved in projective geometry as seen in (a)
and (b) respectively.

2. Parallelism is not preserved, i.e. lines which are parallel in the real world may
intersect in the image, as seen in Figure 7.

Figure 7: The railroad lines are parallel in the real world but they are bound to meet in
the image.

Projective geometry allows us to model the image capture process better because it
allows for more transformations than the two Euclidean transformations (translation
and rotation). To circumvent around the issues associated with euclidean geometry,
we use homogeneous coordinates.
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Figure 8: A simple pinhole camera system. The light rays from the tree are forming an
image behind the pinhole.

3.1.3. Pinhole Camera Model

A camera is a device which captures the 2D projection of a real world scene. The
artifact thus created, termed as an ‘image’, provides a depiction of the scene. The
earliest camera was based on the fact that when the light from a real-world scene
passes through a very small pinhole into a dark room, it projects an inverted image of
the same scene. The mathematical relationships modeling this phenomenon is known
as “Pinhole Camera Model”, which maps the 3D structure in the real world onto the 2D
image. Figure 8 shows a simple pinhole camera. The rays start at the 3D object, pass
through the pinhole and meet the image plane RP, which is where the image forms. As
seen in the figure, the expected image is rotated by 180. We also define a virtual plane
VP in front of the pinhole while modelling the pinhole camera. The virtual image VI
on the plane VP has the same properties as the real image RI on the plane RP, the only
difference being that the VI is in front of the camera and un-rotated. Figure 9 shows
the mathematical representation of the pinhole camera model. The light rays through
the 3D point Q (X, Y, Z) pass through O and meet the 2D image plane located at z =
+f at point q(u, v). By symmetry, the relation between the 2D coordinates (u, v) on the
image plane and the corresponding 3D coordinates in the real world (X, Y, Z) is:

u = Xf/Z (2)

v = Y f/Z (3)

where f denotes the focal length of the camera.

3.1.4. Camera Parameters

A camera is defined by its geometric properties, known as the intrinsic and extrinsic
parameters of a camera, which are described below.
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Figure 9: The pinhole camera model. Image frame is the virtual plane in this case.
Image is formed behind the pinhole camera, not shown in this image.

Intrinsic Parameters

The intrinsic parameters of the camera are the internal parameters of the camera such
as the focal length, aspect ratio and lens distortion. Focal length, denoted by f, is the
distance between the optical centre C and the image plane VP. (Figure 9). Principal
point offset, (x0, y0), is the relative location of the principal point P from the origin of
the 2D image plane, as shown in Figure 10(a). Aspect ratio is the deviation or tilt of
a pixel from the “perfect” square pixel, as shown in Figure 10(b). Skew, denoted by
s, is a parameter which comes into effect when the image frame is not rectangular, as
shown in Figure 10(c).

(a) The Principal point offset is
(x0,y0).

(b) The pixels are not square in
this case.

(c) The image frame is not rect-
angular in this case.

Figure 10: Graphical description of different intrinsic parameters of a camera.

Radial distortion is also present in real cameras, it is non-linear in nature and mathe-
matically, it means that the straight lines in the real world would be mapped as curved
lines. Radial distance is defined as the distance of the pixel from the center of the im-
age. In an image, as radial distance increases, so does the radial distortion. Figure 11
shows the radial distortion in an image.
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Figure 11: Two most common types of Radial distortion. Barrel in the center and
Pincushion on the right.

Extrinsic Parameters

The camera coordinate system could be tilted and translated with respect to the world
coordinate frame. Extrinsic parameters of the camera define these characteristics. The
three axes of the camera coordinate frame are not always aligned with the axis of the
world coordinate frame. The angle camera axes make with the world axes character-
ize the rotation parameter of the camera. The camera could also be placed at some
arbitrary location C instead of the world coordinate origin (0, 0, 0). The amount of
translation along the three axes characterizes the translation parameters. Equations 2
and 3 resemble the simplest form of perspective projection and can be written in the
homogeneous coordinate form as

w

uv
1

 =

f 0 0 0
0 f 0 0
0 0 1 0



X
Y
Z
1

 (4)

3.1.5. Mathematical formulation of a real camera model

Equation 4 models an ideal camera where the following assumptions regarding the
intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the camera are valid:

1. Principal point offset is at (0, 0) in the image frame.

2. Pixels are of square shape.

3. Skew = 0.

4. Radial Distortion is nil.

5. The position and rotation of the camera is aligned with the world center.

Removing these assumptions, Equation 4 should be modified to account for a real
camera. First, principal point offset is at (ox, oy) distance from the origin. Equations 1
and 2 now become:

u = Xf/Z + ox (5)

v = Y f/Z + oy (6)
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Equation 4 now modifies to

w

uv
1

 =

f 0 ox 0
0 f oy 0
0 0 1 0



X
Y
Z
1

 (7)

Secondly, in most of the newer cameras, the pixels are of square shape, but if they are
not, then equations 5 and 6 become

u = kXf/Z + ox (8)

v = lY f/Z + oy (9)

where k and l are called scale parameters with the units of pixel/m. Let kf=fx and
lf=fy, then Equation 7 now becomes

w

uv
1

 =

fx 0 ox 0
0 fy oy 0
0 0 1 0



X
Y
Z
1

 (10)

Now, if skew is also present, Equation 10 becomes:

w

uv
1

 =

fx s ox 0
0 fy oy 0
0 0 1 0



X
Y
Z
1

 =
[
K 0

]
X (11)

where 0 is the zero column vector and K is the intrinsic matrix of the camera. If
radial distortion is present, the pixels should be undistorted first. Let (ud, vd) be the
distorted pixel location and (uc, vc) be the radially corrected location. Then (ud, vd)
and (uc, vc) are related by:[

uc
vc

]
=

[
ud(1 + k1r

2
d + k2r

4
d + . . .)

vd(1 + k1r
2
d + k2r

4
d + . . .)

]
(12)

where rd=(u2d + v2d)
1/2. We need k1 and rd to perform the radial correction. We

calibrate the camera to estimate these parameters. Now if a camera is translated and
rotated w.r.t. the world coordinate system, Equation 11 changes to

w

uv
1

 =

fx s ox 0
0 fy oy 0
0 0 1 0



r11 r12 r13 tx
r21 r22 r23 ty
r31 r32 r33 tz
0 0 0 1



X
Y
Z
1

 =
[
K 0

] [R t
0 1

]
X (13)

where R is the rotation matrix and t is the translation vector.
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3.1.6. Homography

In projective geometry, homography is a non-singular, planar projective transforma-
tion. It maps points in a plane to points in another plane. To formulate this transfor-
mation mathematically, we first assume that the 3D plane is at Z = 0. Then, Equation
13 becomes

w

uv
1

 =

C11 C12 C13 C14

C21 C22 C23 C24

C31 C32 C33 C34



X
Y
0
1

 (14)

Now, if we introduce an arbitrary scale factor λ such that

w

uv
1

 = λ

C11 C12 C13 C14

C21 C22 C23 C24

C31 C32 C33 C34



X
Y
0
1

 (15)

we see that u and v do not change. Due to this observation, Equation 14 can be re-
written as

w

uv
1

 =

C11 C12 C13 C14

C21 C22 C23 C24

C31 C32 C33 1



X
Y
0
1

 (16)

which is equivalent to

w

uv
1

 =

H11 H12 H14

H21 H22 H24

H31 H32 1

XY
1

 = H

XY
1

 (17)

where H is known as the Homography matrix and converts the location of points on
the 3D plane to the location of points on the image. As Equation 17 has 8 unknowns,
we need at least 8 linearly independent equations to get H. If we use the point corre-
spondence method, each point correspondence between the plane gives us two linearly
independent equations, so we need 4 planar point matches for a minimal solution to
estimate the homography. In the next section, we discuss the method to obtain the
Intrinsic Matrix of the camera, a process known as Camera Calibration. The Camera
Calibration procedure also provides extrinsic matrix and radial distortion parameters
optionally.

3.1.7. Camera Calibration

The process of determining the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the camera along
with distortion coefficients is known as camera calibration [19]. Assuming a distorted
perspective camera model, the parameters to be estimated are the camera pose, the
elements of the camera calibration matrix (intrinsic parameters) and the distortion co-
efficients. In [20], the distortionless model is first calibrated, which is then used as
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an initial guess for an iterative optimization of the distorted model. This is done be-
cause of non-linear constraints introduced by non-linear distortion models that cannot
be solved through an analytical approach. Before explicit camera calibration, certain
assumptions are made about the scene. Otherwise, the camera parameters can only be
reconstructed up to a projective transformation [21]. Projective transformation is unde-
sirable as it can cause deformations in the reconstructed 3D scene. One of the methods
[21] propose the estimation of the projection matrix from linear constraints introduced
by known coordinates of the non co-planar scene points. However, the knowledge of
the coordinates of a 3D object is highly impractical as it limits the applicability of the
method. A more practical technique is to use a plane with known texture and capture
several images from different viewpoints with the same camera. Thus assuming a con-
stant calibration matrix, its parameters can be easily estimated [19]. Planar scenes are
convenient for calibrating a camera as the planar scene constraint significantly reduces
the degrees of freedom of the estimation process and the observed motion between the
captured images can be described by homography. One example of such planar scene
with known texture is checkerboard. On the other hand, the availability of checker-
boards outside the lab is limited and as such, the practicality of calibrating a camera
using a checkerboard isn’t practical enough. A closed-form solution to self-calibration
was previously made possible by Triggs [22]. In [23], the authors propose a method
for self-calibration with significant improvement in accuracy, by providing a set of
normalized constraints and a final bundle adjustment in metric space.

3.2. I.M.U. Model

An Inertial Measurement Unit is a device used to measure the rotation rate and ac-
celeration of the device. An I.M.U. necessarily consists of an accelerometer and a
Gyroscope, and optionally a Magnetometer. Typically in low cost I.M.U.s, the sensors
are based on MEMS technology. These sensors are small, light and inexpensive while
they provide acceptable accuracy. The downside of using MEMS based I.M.U.s is re-
duced performance than traditional high accuracy systems used in inertial navigation
systems. The error accumulation over time is higher in MEMS I.M.U.’s as they suf-
fer from not-so-good bias stability and lower accuracy[24]. The choice of technology
used in I.M.U.s depend on the application and their benefits surpass their disadvantages
where low power is available such as mobile devices. To reduce the device footprint
further, MEMS based I.M.U.s integrate accelerometer and gyroscope into one pack-
age, sometimes even including magnetometer in the same. The MEMS based sensors
convert mechanical forces into voltage equivalents for digital readouts. The conver-
sion could be in one or more axes. The behaviour of a classical MEMS based sensor
is linear in its operating range. The conventional model of a MEMS sensor is given by

o = GAp+ b (18)

where o is the output voltage, G and A are the gain and alignment matrices respectively,
p is the mechanical input and b is the offset. As G and b are dependent on temperature,
occasionally a temperature sensor is also attached inside the I.M.U. to correct the gain
matrix and offset. Specific models for Accelerometer and Gyroscope are provided
below.
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3.2.1. Accelerometer model

Accelerometer is a device which measures the total external force acting on a device,
including gravity. So, the real acceleration is calculated by subtracting gravity in an
environment where gravity is present. The IEEE standard model of an accelerometer
assumes that errors due to bias, nonlinear scale, axis misalignment, cross-axis sensi-
tivity, noise and incorrect scale calibration are taken into account. The accelerometer
model in this case is given by [25]

a = E/K1 = Ko + ai +K2a
2
i +K3a

3
i +Kipaiap +Kioaiao + δoap − δpao + v (19)

where a is the acceleration indicated by the accelerometer, E is the sensor output,
K1 is the scale factor, Ko is the bias, K2 and K3 are second-order and third-order
nonlinearity coefficients, Kip and Kio are cross-coupling coefficients, δo and δp are
misalignments of the input reference axis about the output reference and pendulous
reference axes respectively, ai, ap and ao are applied acceleration components along
the positive input, pendulous, and reference axes respectively and v is the sensor noise.

3.2.2. Gyroscope model

A gyroscope measures the angular velocities. The noise distribution in a gyroscope
closely resembles the Gaussian curve. A slowly varying bias in measurements is al-
ways present in case of a gyroscope even under constant conditions [26]. Calibration
errors and other errors such as alignment and linearity also affect the gyroscope output
as in the case of accelerometers. A typical basic gyroscope could be modeled as

p = ωε
b
b + δbω + εbω (20)

where ωεbb is the angular velocity, δωb is the sensor bias (slowly varying) and εbω is
white noise. Now, after describing the camera and I.M.U. models, we describe the
pose estimation problem in the next section.

3.2.3. Gravity sensor model

Gravity is present in the accelerometer readings as it is a constant force acting on
the accelerometer. Gravity vector, although constant in the world coordinate frame,
changes with the change in I.M.U. direction when expressed in the camera (or I.M.U.)
coordinate frame. If the acceleration is known, gravity can be estimated. Centrifugal
acceleration is the cross product of the rotation rate vector and the velocity vector. It
needs to be subtracted from the accelerometer output to estimate the gravity direction.

g = a + ωgyrov (21)

where g is the gravity direction vector, a is the acceleration vector, ωgyro is the gyro-
scope output and v is the velocity with which the device is moving.
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4. POSE ESTIMATION

In this chapter, we do a literature review and survey the current state of the art methods
for geometrical pose estimation. Estimating the the position and rotation(pose) of the
camera and/or an object in 3D space with respect to a global coordinate system is a
well-studied problem in computer vision. Since the camera acquires a 2D image of a
3D scene, this is essentially a 2D to 3D transformation. Pose estimation has been useful
in a large number of diverse areas such as computer animation [27], cartography [28]
and robotics [29] to name a few. In precise motion capture systems such as those used
in video game design and film industries, many cameras are placed at different location
and angles around the scene [30]. As this kind of setup is not feasible at many places,
a planar object placed on the scene could be tracked to estimate the 3D Pose [31].
Knowledge of geometry of the target can help localize the camera w.r.t the object in
the scene [32]. A closed-form solution can be derived for the pose estimation prob-
lem if the target is quadrangular [33]. Given a calibrated camera, when we use a set
of point correspondences between n points in an object centered reference frame and
their corresponding points in the image to find the transformation matrix, the problem
is known as the perspective n-point or PnP problem [34]. The solutions to pose esti-
mation problem can be broadly classified into two categories, machine-learning based
solutions and closed form solutions [35]. Machine-learning based solutions estimate
the pose through a number of iterations on a redundant data set [36] while closed-form
or linear solutions estimate the pose through a minimal set of correspondences [37]
and/or through geometry [35]. Machine-learning based approaches are more resistant
to errors but are computationally expensive and could have non-converging solutions.
Closed-form solutions are faster but more susceptible to noise. In Section 4.1 we re-
view the solutions based on points as landmarks and in Section 4.2, we review the
line-based methods, over which the work of this thesis builds upon.

4.1. Point based Methods

Since the pose estimation problem has 6 degrees of freedom, 3 unknown rotation an-
gles and 3 translation components, three point correspondences between the image and
the 3D world should be enough to obtain a finite number of solutions to the PnP prob-
lem [38]. This minimal case of the PnP problem for n=3 i.e. 3 point correspondences
between the image and the scene, is known as the P3P or the perspective 3 Point prob-
lem. Figure 12 describes the problem in a graphical way where the 3 points A, B and
C are shown forming a triangle and its image is formed on the image plane. Most of
the approaches to this solution require two steps. The first step is to estimate the depth
of the 3D points in the camera coordinate frame. Once this is known, the second step
involves computing the rigid transformation between the camera frame and the world
frame by aligning the image points with the 3D world points. Estimation of depth of the
3D points is achieved by solving a fourth-order polynomial equation [36, 39, 40, 41],
which provides with up to four possible solutions for the pose. The solutions could be
disambiguated using a fourth point [36, 21]. To estimate the position and rotation of the
camera in the world coordinate frame, a closed form solution as proposed in [42] can
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be used or alternatively, one could use the least squares method that utilizes SVD [39].
Appendix A provides a more detailed explanation of a general two-step method.

Figure 12: Graphical representation of the 3-pt pose estimation problem. O is the
camera centre, A,B and C are the fiducial points.

Although most of the methods rely on this two-step approach, Kneip et al. [43]
proposed a closed-form solution that computes the rigid transformation between the
world and the camera coordinate system directly, bypassing the first step of calculat-
ing the depths of 3D points in the camera coordinate frame. Their method works by
introducing intermediate camera and world coordinate frames and utilizing only two
parameters to represent their relative position and orientation. This closed-form solu-
tion is inherently much faster than the previous P3P solvers, as it avoids the two major
computationally expensive steps.

The pose estimation methods should also be robust for real-world applications. Ran-
dom Sample Consensus [36] and Least-Median of Squares [44] are two popular meth-
ods for a robust estimation process. RANSAC is described in more detail later in this
section. Low-level feature extraction techniques could also be used for robustness but
they are usually not sufficient for the real-world scenes as it is usually not possible
to model all expected perturbations voting techniques are usually preferred in Pose
Estimation algorithms.

P3P is a minimal pose estimation problem and does not give a unique solution [45].
Other approaches have been developed which also take into account the redundant
data, i.e. taking more correspondences (n) into account when the n > 3 to obtain a
unique solution. Here again, there exist two kinds of approaches. The first approach,
multi-stage methods, first estimate the coordinates of real world points in camera coor-
dinate frame [40] and then estimate the rigid transformation. Another approach, EPnP,
proposed by [46] involves the estimation of virtual points, where four virtual control
points are created and the 3D point coordinates are expressed as their weighted sum
in the camera coordinate frame. EPnP has a linear complexity w.r.t. number of points
and was faster than the previous methods. Other solutions with a similar complexity
are UPnP [47], GPnP [48], OPnP [49]. The second approach is a one-step approach to
estimate pose. Direct Linear Transform (DLT) [21] was the first method which utilized
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this approach. It tries to solve the PnP problem, which is intrinsically non-linear, by
resolving a set of linear equations. The DLT method was not-so-accurate and over-
parameterization leads it to being very sensitive to noise. An alternative method to
DLT, POSIT was proposed by Dementhon and Davis [21], where they proposed to it-
eratively go back from the weak perspective model to perspective projection model.
The advantage of POSIT are that firstly, it does not require initialization of the pose,
and secondly it inherently enforces the non-constraints while being computationally
cheap. But, this method also has a drawback, it does not work for co-planar points. An
extension to POSIT was proposed in [50] which solved this problem. However, all of
the above solutions are unstable in presence of increasing noise [51].

As all of the methods described above are closed-form and thus susceptible to noise,
machine learning based approaches were proposed to rectify that. A well-known
method of this kind for solving the PnP problem is RANSAC. In the RANSAC method,
the authors divided all the points in groups of three for P3P and checked their con-
sistency by taking more groups into account. It is also used as a robust estimation
measure in many other pose estimation algorithms. The goal is to separate the data
into two kinds: inliers and outliers. This can be best explained through an example.
Let us assume that we have some image-world point correspondences, and some of
the correspondences among these are wrong. RANSAC first uses the smallest number
of correspondences and then proceeds iteratively by taking into account other points.
All point correspondences that are a part of the consensus are called inliers, the rest
outliers. All the inlier points are used to estimate the pose for more accuracy. The
number of iterations while using a RANSAC algorithm depends on the expectation
probability that the method finds at least 1 pair of inlier points (the number of points
in a pair depends on the method being used, 3 for P3P, 4 for P4P, 5 for P5P and so on).
It is given by

N = log(1− p)/log(1− (1− η)n) (22)

where p is the expectation probability that the method finds at least 1 inlier pair of
points, η is the probability of the correspondence being an outlier, so (1-η) is the prob-
ability of the correspondence being an inlier, as a point correspondence can either be
classified only as an inlier or an outlier. Instead of points,other features such as lines
can also be used, which we discuss in the next section.

4.2. Line Based Methods

Although point based methods work well for pose estimation and are easy to imple-
ment, line features are more readily available in man-made environments and describe
the structural information better than point features. The line correspondence approach
has been studied for more than two decades now and many solutions have been pro-
posed throughout the years. When n line correspondences are analyzed to estimate
pose, the problem is known as perspective n-line(PnL) problem, similar to PnP prob-
lem. When n=3, the problem is called perspective 3-point(P3L) problem and this is the
minimum number of correspondences needed to get a finite number of solutions [21].
One of the earliest steps in this direction were taken by Dhome et. al. [52] who de-
vised a closed-form solution for the P3L problem using a eight degree polynomial,
which was derived by transforming the 3D lines into object coordinate frame and 2D
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lines onto a virtual image plane in the camera coordinate frame. An algebraic method
using canonical configurations was proposed by [53] to obtain the P3L polynomial,
but the pose is calculated w.r.t. in an unknown coordinate frame, so extra rotations
are needed to align the results with camera or world coordinate frame. Almost all the
lines in the 3D world are in certain configurations, which could benefit the P3L calcu-
lation by providing more constraints. One special case is when all the three lines lie
in a plane and intersect at one point [54]. In another scenario [55], the authors assume
two parallel lines and the third line intersecting them. In a more recent work [56],
the authors calculated the camera orientation in a Manhattan world, which assumes
that all lines are either parallel or orthogonal to each other [14]. All of these solutions
give a finite number of solutions but not a unique one. For a unique solution, at least
4 line correspondences are required [53]. One of the earliest closed-form approaches
to the P3L problem was the DLT algorithm and requires at least six line correspon-
dences [21]. The authors in [57] proposed an improved algorithm by converting the
polynomial system to a linear system, and the algorithm works with only four line cor-
respondences. This method has O(n2) complexity, and different representations of the
rotation and translation matrices could be utilized to reduce the computational com-
plexity. Phong et al. [58] represents the rotation and translation through dual number
quaternions. Mirzaei and Roumeliotis [59] chose CGR parametrization in their method
and achieved O(n) complexity with 27 possible solutions. Their more recent work uses
geometrical techniques and gives up to 40 possible solutions, out of which the global
optimum is found using least squares method. But the approach is not favourable as it
returns too many solutions. The RPnL approach of Xu et al. [60] returns the optimal
solution through a sixteenth order polynomial. Their latest work [61] is inspired by
the PnP approach of [62]. Here the authors propose two kinds of approaches to solve
the PnL problem. The first approach, ASPnL is a subset based PnL approach extended
from their previous work in [60], here they bin all the lines by selecting a rotation
matrix, with three lines in each bin. Then a sixteenth order polynomial is solved to get
the optimum pose. The method is sensitive to outliers as noted by the authors them-
selves. Another method they propose is LPnL is based on linear formulation inspired
by EPnP [46] and REPPnP [63]. The LPnL algorithm has an outlier removal module
built in, which helps it be prone to a large percentage of outliers. We will now discuss
the state of the art pose estimation methods which utilize gravity direction.

4.3. Pose estimation using gravity vector

In the pose estimation algorithms discussed above, the input to the pose determina-
tion system was an image and the point/line correspondences, along with geometrical
information about the 3D scene. However, in many real-world situations where pose
estimation is used, such as robotics [29] and virtual reality [12], sensors other than a
camera are also available. These sensors could be taken advantage of while estimating
the pose. For instance, gravity vector could be easily measured from the current gen-
eration mobile phones, which are already ubiquitous and provide a very good platform
for computer vision applications. An I.M.U. which uses an accelerometer and a gy-
roscope provides us with two rotation components so that only one rotation and three
translation components are to be calculated for absolute pose. Although the estimation
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of vertical direction in a scene has been studied before using methods such as vanishing
points, using vertical direction from the I.M.U. is a relatively new topic. In Kukelova
et. al [13], the authors assume to know the coordinates of the 3D points to solve the
P2P problem. The authors in [64] propose the same algorithm, only the rotation matrix
is calculated differently. It is shown in [65] and [66] that if two different points can
be seen in the camera, the P2P problem has two solutions and a single solution could
be found with three non-collinear points. In a recent paper of Sweeney et al. [12],
the authors utilize the axis-angle formulation because of which it has a slightly better
robustness to image and I.M.U. noise. The algorithm involves solving only a quadratic
equation due to which it is orders of magnitude faster than the algorithm presented in
[13]. Another recent method is that of Liu et. al [67] which tries to solve the pose
estimation problem using a corner and gravity vector. They first localize the camera to
the level that it lies on a line. They need the additional height variable information to
accurately localize the camera to a point. They then consider a virtual reference frame
between the camera and world frames to calculate the rotation transformation.
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5. PROPOSED METHOD

The proposed method calculates the pose of a calibrated camera by exploiting the
general applicability of Manhattan world assumption in real-world scenes. Estimating
the pose is useful for solving many computer vision problems such as structure from
motion and image rectification. Our goal is to calculate the rotation and translation of
the camera given an object containing a surface with two detectable lines which are
orthogonal to each other. We propose a closed-form solution to this problem. The
pipeline is shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Implementation pipeline of the proposed method.

5.1. Pose estimation

The first step is to calibrate our camera to know the intrinsic parameters of the camera.
We perform camera calibration using Matlab’s camera calibrator application. After
that we extract two lines from the image which are known to be perpendicular in the
world coordinate frame, using Hough transform. Using these lines and their intersec-
tion point we can calculate pose of the camera using the procedure described next. We
assume that the object plane containing the two lines is situated at Z=0. The first line
(Line 1) is parallel to the x-axis of the world coordinate frame. Then the line which
is not parallel to the first line in the image (Line 2), would be parallel to the y-axis of
the world coordinate frame. Let us assume x0 is the intersection point of these two
lines, and consider it the origin of the world coordinate frame. Then the coordinates
of x0 are (0,0,0) in the world frame. x1 is a point on Line 1 and x2 is a point on Line
2. We can assume that the coordinates of x1 are (1,0,0) and the coordinates of x2 are
(0,1,0) without any loss in generality. Figure 14 shows the geometrical constraints of
our method. In matrix form,

x0 =

00
0

 (23)
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Figure 14: The edges of the object (shown in red) correspond to the blue lines in the
image. The two blue lines in the image are perpendicular to each other in real world.

x1 =

10
0

 (24)

x2 =

01
0

 (25)

Now, we have to solve for the pose of the camera, i.e. determine the unknown rotation
matrix R and the unknown translation vector t. The first, second and third columns of
R are aligned to the x-, y- and z- axes of the world reference frame respectively. As
the z- direction of the world coordinate frame is pointing down from the surface plane
to the ground, the gravity vector G is given by

G =

r13r23
r33

 g (26)

where g is the Gravitational constant. Let the rotation and translation be defined by

R =

r11 r12 r13
r21 r22 r23
r31 r32 r33

 (27)

t =

txty
tz

 (28)
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Converting x0, x1 and x2 to camera coordinates, we get

x′0 =

txty
tz

 (29)

x′1 =

r11 + tx
r21 + ty
r31 + tz

 (30)

x′2 =

r12 + tx
r22 + ty
r32 + tz

 (31)

The camera center C is at (0, 0, 0) in the camera frame. The normal n1 of the 3D plane
spanned by the vectors Cx′

0 and Cx′
1 is given by

n1 = (x′1 − C)× (x′0 − C) =

 ty(r31 + tz)− tz(r21 + ty)
−tx(r31 + tz) + tz(r11 + tx)
tx(r21 + ty)− ty(r11 + tx)

 (32)

and the equation of plane x′
0Cx′

1 would be

n1(1)x+ n1(2)y + n1(3)z = 0 (33)

Similarly, the normal n2 of the 3D plane spanned by the vectors Cx0 and Cx2 would
be

n2 = (x2 − C)× (x0 − C) =

ty(r32 + tz)− tz(r22 + ty)
ty(r32 + tz)− tz(r12 + ty)
ty(r22 + tz)− tz(r12 + ty)

 (34)

and the equation of plane x′
0Cx′

2 would be

n2(1)x+ n2(2)y + n2(3)z = 0 (35)

Now if our image plane is at Z=1, then the equations of lines on the image plane are
given as

n1(1)u+ n1(2)v + n1(3) = 0 (36)

n2(1)u+ n2(2)v + n2(3) = 0 (37)

For i = 1,2, we now have to solve for ni(1)/ni(3) and ni(2)/ni(3) which provides us
our first four constraints, two for each line equation. Other constraints we have are on
the rotation matrix. The rotation matrix is orthonormal, which means the columns of
R are mutually perpendicular to each other and the rows and columns of the matrix are
of unit length. The following five equations describe these constraints.

1. The rows are of unit length.

(r11)
2 + (r12)

2 + (r13)
2 = 1 (38)

(r21)
2 + (r22)

2 + (r23)
2 = 1 (39)
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2. The columns are mutually perpendicular to each other, i.e. their dot product is
zero.

r11r12 + r21r22 + r31r32 = 0 (40)

r11r13 + r21r23 + r31r33 = 0 (41)

r12r13 + r22r23 + r32r33 = 0 (42)

Now we have 9 equations and 8 variables (6 variables in the rotation matrix and 2
variables in the translation vector upto scale). This system of polynomial equations is
solved in MAPLE and then evaluate the expressions in MATLAB. We get up to four
possible solutions to this problem. After solving all the variables, the pose P would be:

P =
[
R t

]
(43)

5.2. Image rectification

After we have pose of the camera, we create a homography matrix from this pose
value and the intrinsic matrix as described in Section 3.1.6. Now, to remove the per-
spective distortion from the image, we change the spatial configuration of the image,
also known as image warping. A point p = [p, q, 1]T in the original image I and the
corresponding point p’=[p′, q′, 1]T in the rectified image I’ is related by

p’ = Hp (44)

where H is the homography matrix. We first determine the size of the rectified image
by warping the corner pixels of the original image (forward warping). For the other
pixels, as their position in the original image could possibly correspond to non-discrete
positions in the rectified image, warping is performed backwards (backward warping)
so that

p = H−1p′ (45)

For every pixel position for the rectified image, we assign an intensity value calculated
by bilinearly interpolating the original image’s values, a procedure also known as re-
sampling. Finally, we get our perspective rectified image.
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6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this chapter we give details about our implemented system and also compare our
results to other state-of-the-art methods for pose estimation.

6.1. Implementation

We start by calibrating our camera, which is 20MP and a relatively large aperture of
f/2.0. The focal length is fixed at 27mm and the sensor size is 1/2.4 inch. It also has
a phase detection auto-focus and all images have been clicked by focusing the object.
We use a checkerboard pattern with square size 2.4 millimeters as calibration pattern,
as shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15: Calibration using a known target, a checkerboard in our case.

The images are taken at different angles and distances to the checkerboard pattern
as depicted in Figure 16.

Figure 16: Camera extrinsics in a pattern-centric view.
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14 images of this pattern are acquired through our custom camera application.The
application UI is shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17: The custom made single-screen application to capture image and gravity
vector at the same time.

Although many different applications are available to capture an image through
an android device, we built our own custom camera application from the ground
up as none of the available applications had the option to capture gravity informa-
tion from the mobile device along with image data. We created one button in our
application, PICTURE, pressing which the image is captured along with the grav-
ity information. The image captured is a compressed JPEG image in RGB format
as the phone OS does not allow RAW output. The gravity information is captured
through the gravity sensor at the same time we captured the image. Instead of cap-
turing the sensor information in a database, we append the gravity information to the
file name of the captured image. For example, the image in Figure 18 is named as
”picx = 0,072y = 0,123z = 9,234,jpg” which has the gravity information available
in the file name, so a separate database is not needed to store the gravity information.

Figure 18: The original image captured from the camera.
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Figure 19: Image converted from RGB to Grayscale.

After acquiring the images, we use the Matlab camera calibrator application to get
the parameters of our camera as it provides a GUI wherein it is very easy to perform
camera calibration. Three radial distortion coefficients are used for better accuracy.
The overall re-projection error is minimized by removing a few image samples which
had high re-projection error. As this calibration step also provides us with the extrin-
sic parameters, we assume it as ground truth. The I.M.U. measurement error (noise)
can also be measured after this step by comparing the third column of the rotation
matrix we got after calibration, with the gravity vector we acquired through the de-
vice. Now after the image is acquired, we change it to grayscale by using the function
rgb2gray[68] in MATLAB. The grayscale version of the image in Figure 18 is shown
in Figure 19. After the image has been converted to grayscale, we apply canny edge
detector on the image. After blurring, only the major edges remain, which is desirable
since we want to get only the structural information of the 3D world. The canny edge
detector gives us good results as an input to the next step, i.e. to detect the lines in the
image through these edges (Figure 20(a)). In the next step we detect lines in the image
through the Hough transform. The threshold is set at 30% i.e. if in the image, the max-
imum number of points contributing to a single line is 100, then we only detect other
lines which have at least 30 points contributing to it. As we see in our experiments,
after blurring the image, the only lines detected by Hough transform are the edges of
the object as they correspond to strong edges which consist the major structural in-
formation of the 3D scene. But in some of the images, due to illumination changes
or occlusion, instead of one line, we get many smaller lines associated with the same
Hough transform bin. We connect all those lines to create only a few long lines. We
see that there are two major groups of lines with different θ and in each group, there
are lines with different ρ values. The output of the Hough line detection algorithm is
shown in Figure 20(b). Now we find their intersection point and use it to estimate the
pose of the camera through our algorithm.
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(a) Canny edge detection output. (b) Detection of lines by Hough transform.

Figure 20: (a) Canny edges (b) Detected Hough lines.

We now test our algorithm first on a synthetic data set while comparing it to other
state-of-the-art algorithms. Then we proceed to test it in the real world. The test results
are shown in the next section.

6.2. Results

As there were no available data-sets that also take gravity information from I.M.U. into
account, we created a synthetic model in Matlab where two random lines are generated
on the image plane. We check the noise sensitivity of our algorithm by inputting Gaus-
sian noise of varying standard deviation to the image line end-points and also to the
gravity vector. The results are then compared to the existing point-based and line-based
methods. The point-based methods compared are UPnP [47] minimal algorithm, P3P
algorithm proposed by Kneip et al. [43], EPnP [46] and the P3P algorithm proposed by
Gao et.al. [45]. The line-based methods used for comparison are ASPnL [60], which
is the latest method to solve PnL problem. We also compare our method to a previ-
ous well performing line-based methods by Mirzaei [59] and Ansar [57]. It should
be noted that we took the minimum number of lines/points in consideration for each
algorithm to measure the performance. As the different implementations use different
error metrics, we define a common error metric to compare the methods. The rotation
matrices are first changed to axis-angle representation and the error is then the norm
of difference in calculated and original rotation vectors. Translation error is given in
percent change and is the norm of the difference in calculated and original translation
vectors, divided by the norm of original translation vector. Figures 21 and 22 show the
performance of these algorithms. The performance of point-based algorithms, ASPnL
and proposed algorithm is orders of magnitude better than the algorithms of Ansar and
that of Mirzaei. It is expected as it is in agreement with the results shown in [60].
In terms of translational errors, the proposed method is better than all other methods.
In terms of rotation errors, the point based methods perform better than line based
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Figure 21: Comparison of rotation error of proposed method with other state-of-the-art
point and line based methods.

methods, including the proposed method. The performance of the proposed method is
similar to that of ASPnL. We can see through the figures that the performance of point
based methods does not degrade as much as line based methods in the case where only
a minimum set of correspondences is available for both points and lines. The rotation
error w.r.t. noise is shown in Figure 21 below. The percent change in translation w.r.t
noise is plotted in Figure 22.

Figure 22: Comparison of translation error of proposed method with other state-of-
the-art point and line based methods.

In real life, the noise exists in the whole image and not just at image endpoints. So,
instead of introducing noise only at the endpoints, we take 100 points on each of our
two lines. Gaussian noise of varying standard deviation is then added to the image
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coordinates of all these points. The noise standard deviation σ is in pixels and varies
from (0, 5) in steps of 0.1. New lines are fitted to the noisy data points and pose
is estimated from them. For each noise level, we did 5000 iterations and averaged
the values. We compare the proposed method to only point-based methods in this
scenario as the line-based methods could not achieve comparable performance if only
the minimum line correspondences are available. The results are shown in Figure 23
and Figure 24. We see that the proposed method is comparable to EPnP in case of
rotation error w.r.t. noise, the performance of which is atleast twice of ASPnL, a state-
of-the-art line based algorithm. The translation error metric is now just the norm of
difference in two translation vectors.

Figure 23: Effect of noise on mean rotation error.

Our proposed method is also affected much less by noise compared to other methods
as evident from Figure 24.

Figure 24: Effect of noise on mean translation error.
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Another kind of error that shows up while using this technique is due to the I.M.U.
noise. We introduce Gaussian noise of varying standard deviation from (0,5) to the
gravity vector. The effect of adding noise to the gravity vector on rotation and transla-
tion is shown in Figure 25(a) and 25(b) respectively.

(a) Rotation error vs Noise (b) Position error vs Noise

Figure 25: Effect of noise in gravity vector on the accuracy of estimating (a) rotation
and (b) translation.

Now, after testing our algorithm on synthetic data set, we provide a real world ap-
plication of our method where we use the pose estimated by our proposed method and
use it to rectify a perspective deformed image. The original image and the result is
shown in Figure 26.

(a) Original image (b) Rectified image

Figure 26: An example of a perspective deformed image on the left and rectified image
on the right.

To calculate the error in our algorithm in the real-world case, we took 14 images and
calculated the rotation and translation errors by comparing the computed pose with the
ground truth pose given by the camera calibration tool. We utilize the same metrics
as defined above when comparing our algorithm with other state-of-the-art algorithms.
The results are shown in Figure 27.
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(a) Average rotation error (Average 0.2447). (b) Average translation error(Average 1.3633).

Figure 27: Real-world performance of our algorithm.

We also notice the error in gravity vector provided through the mobile device’s
I.M.U. by comparing it with the vertical direction provided by the ground truth pose.
The results are shown in Figure 28.

Figure 28: I.M.U. Noise(Average 0.5240).
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7. DISCUSSION

Estimating the pose with high accuracy is a necessary first step to many real world
applications, where high levels of noise can occur in the camera output due to several
factors such as low light. The proposed method is less susceptible to noise than other
point based methods. Between the point based methods, if the algorithm requires more
number of points as is the case with EPnP, it is less prone to noise as it could use the
extra available points to estimate the pose more accurately. The state-of-the-art line
based methods perform worse than the latest point based methods we compared our
algorithm with (Figures 21 and 22). This is due to the fact that we provided four lines
to these methods, which is the minimum number but too less for them to perform at par
with point based methods. Out of all line based methods, ASPnL performs best (Fig-
ures 21 and 22). Performance of our proposed method is at par or better than ASPnL
depending on how we add the noise to the lines. If we add noise to the endpoints,
we get comparable rotation error and much better translation error compared to point
and line based methods (Figures 21 and 22). If we add noise to a subset of points in
the line and then refit the lines to the noisy image pixels, the mean rotation errors are
comparable to EPnP and the mean translation errors are as much better as in the first
case (Figures 23 and 24). Also evident from Figure is evident from the results, I.M.U.
noise has worse effects on our pose estimate than noise through the camera, more so in
the case of determining rotation of the device (Figure 25). In real-world scenarios, the
average rotation error is 0.2447 radians and average translation error is 1.36% (Figure
27), which would correspond to a very high noise level when comparing to the syn-
thetic data set. This is due to the fact that the I.M.U. noise and the image noise are
both present at the same time, which builds up the error even more. The I.M.U. noise
is around 0.5% (Figure 28), which is acceptable for low cost I.M.U.’s. It is also worth
noting few limitations of the proposed work. The limitations of our algorithm are that
the two lines from the image which are used in our algorithm are perpendicular to each
other in the real-world. Although this is mostly true in indoor environments, in outdoor
environments it varies depending on whether the scene is of a city or country-side. The
other limitation of our algorithm is that it needs data from an I.M.U., specifically the
gravity vector direction. Nowadays, most mobile phones have an integrated gravity
sensor which provides direct reading of the gravity in device’s reference frame, but if
it is not the case, a custom setup has to be implemented, the feasibility of which would
depend on the application type. Also, our algorithm provides pose up to scale and not
absolute pose as is the case with other methods we used for comparison.
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8. CONCLUSION

In this thesis, we proposed a novel method to estimate the highly accurate pose of cam-
era up to scale by utilizing two lines under minimal assumption and gravity direction.
Making the assumption that the two image lines are assumed to be perpendicular to
each other in the real world, and exploiting the property of rotation matrix that it is
orthonormal, we formulate our constraints as a system of polynomial equations. We
then solve for the pose by solving the equations. Our algorithm is less susceptible to
noise compared to other state-of-the-art,if the noise is added uniformly over the line
and not only on the line end-points. As a line is made up of many points, the effect
of noise cancels out when we are fitting the line to the noisy point observations. The
performance of the algorithm was evaluated on synthetic data set and compared with
the latest point and line-based algorithms w.r.t. rotation and translation errors. The
proposed algorithm works better or comparable to state-of-the-art line and point-based
methods. Our focus was on exploiting the constraints which we encounter in the real
world, to improve the accuracy of pose estimation. We also show how our algorithm
could be used to rectify the perspective deformed images in a real-world scenario, and
also calculate the pose deviation from ground truth pose for every image. I.M.U. noise
of our device is also calculated in the end, which is within the general limits, that is
0.5%, in a low-cost I.M.U.
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